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About This Game

* NOTE: THIS GAME IS STILL IN DEVELOPMENT. BATTLE ROYALE & TRAFFICKING MODES ARE STILL IN
DEVELOPMENT. SCROLL DOWN TO BATTLE ROYALE TEST SERVER FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT

BATTLE ROYALE PLAYABILITY *

Explore the depths of the international narcotics trade by engaging in combat as either a member of one of the most dangerous
cartels or as an elite member of one of the world's Military DEA units. Your first customizable character that will be available is

your Military DEA character.

ONLINE PLAY: Experience intense, first person action as either a special Military DEA operative or choose the other side of
the drug war and play as a member of the cartels.

TRÁFICO's main game mode 'CHAOS' features a vast open world that engage players in direct combat with each other online.

'CHAOS' GAME MODE FEATURES:

* Online multiplayer team-based combat & FFA combat (up to 100 players per server!)

* First & third person perspectives

* Large open world map

* Respawnable map locations

* Lootable weapons hidden throughout the environment

* First location: Cerros, Peru
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TRÁFICO aims to further the scope and vision of what is possible in competitive shooters. Bring your A game!

DEVELOPERS: Michael L. Fiorentino Gutierrez, Sean A. Bauer
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Title: TRAFICO
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Lorenzo Games, Michael L. Fiorentino Gutierrez
Publisher:
Lorenzo Games, Michael L. Fiorentino Gutierrez
Release Date: 10 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64 bit)

Processor: Intel i3 4160 / AMD A-4000 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 720 (2 GB) / Radeon r7 250 (2 GB) or equivalent

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: 5.1

English
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Ugh....why oh why did I buy this game? its ANAL. You need to press multiple keys in sequence to get a bus moving at ALL, -
passwords and driver number on the ignition? seriously? (why ffs? are you scared of people stealing virtual buses?), & issuing
tickets? games are supposed to be FUN, if I wanted to be a bus nerd I`d put an anorak & glasses on and go and stand on my
street corner with a notepad,

 (come to think of it, that might be more fun).

I bought this under the mistaken impression I could just jump in a bus and go, mount kerbs, throw people out of the bus
windows and mow people down, then drive it through the nearest shopping mall, burn it and dance around naked, but I suspect
this game would throw you back to the start for not issuing the correct ticket for that....
Not one of my better purchases.. WARNING BAD SOFTWATRE \
This made my computer completely unuable keyboard and mouse stop functioning due to this software disabling my usb 3.0
slots ontop of disabling sound from all outputs ontop of messing with video settings had to do a system recovery to be able to
even use my mmouse and keyboard thank god i have a tuch sscrean otherwise i dont think i copuld get it to work DO NOT
INSTALE. Ahegal is a 2d anime game in the likes of space waifu but your a little blue blob that needs to avoid getting hit by
projectiles. -Hold the cicrles to undress the anime girls.
-The game has a great soundtrack.
-It is not a copy of space waifu as the gameplay is different.
-Happy of this purchase for the price of 71 cents its a good deal. There are 6 different girls to undress.
10/10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4SrSOV0l6c. If you're grounded in reality, bored, and seeking for inspiration and courage
to muster this life filled with real world problems, this is pretty okay.
The cheap price makes up for the lack of content, expect to be slightly challenged for a max. amount of an hour. The lewdness
is rather disappointing though, for one image there wasn't even a difference of the under 18 and 18+ version, was a little sad
about that.
Otherwise this is just a goof,
a neat goof.
. good but overrated so chill. This is the best browser game that I've played in my entire life. It's so addictive that you will think
about it even when you're sleeping.
I don't regret not even 1 single minute played because this game helped me quit smoking. Yes it's very time consuming, yes
sometimes it gets pay to win, yes you will forget about all the important things in life, but man it totally worth it!!. Almost there.
Definitely needs a better onboarding tutorial. Perhaps walking you through how to do one type of wine from start to end.. When
it was all said and done, I'd consider it a nice little adventure. If you are new to dungeon crawlers, you could do far worse than
starting with "Heroes of the Monkey Tavern". The game is very thin on roleplaying. You don't get to name your characters,
portraits are limited, and the characters serve no function but to fight. There is little in the way of story...you enter the tower,
work your way to the top , get the treasure, and it's over in approximately six hours. I think the $7.99 asking price is still fair, as
it's content is solid and fun. I played on the normal mode, died a few times and had to reload saves. Nothing that was too
difficult, the battle mechanics, traps, and puzzles are all adequate for younger players or newbies of the genre. The game is a
good stepping stone to more difficult entries in the genre like Grimrock, Might and Magic, and Wizardry. Again, it's a worthy
buy...just know you're not getting into a deep RPG experience here. Just a short, fun, basic adventure!. Well, I never thought
that playing RPG Maker games could be so fun and attractive, I liked the story, the characters, everything. I just wish this story
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to be continued, well there are some bugs but anyway, you should try it! Often these kind of games are made just for the money,
but here you can find a piece of heart too..Thank you a lot for this game, for it's humour and fun!. Crime Secrets: Crimson Lily
is a Hidden Object Game where you play a detective who stumbles upon a murder spree in a remote hotel.

The visuals are above average, and the story is interesting enough to keep playing. There is a diary I never once looked at, a map
that I also didn't need to use. There's almost no backtracking and for a HOG, there are very few HO scenes. The puzzles are on
the easy side and the voice acting is terrible.

There are couple of different mechanics such as analysing a scene and trying to piece together what happened. There are also a
couple of blue light scenes where you try to find clues, but they are used very little and most of the game plays out like a
standard run of the mill HOG.

For it's time, Crime Secrets: Crimson Lily would have been very good, but it's starting to show it's age, and there are better
games out there. If you enjoy HOGs and want to kill time with an easy one, then Crime Secrets: Crimson Lily isn't hard and will
keep you entertained.
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 The tutorial seemed fairly straight forward but it quickly became apparent that it didn't really prepare me for the game
at all. I ended up spending like 15 minutes reading through the in-game manual to figure things out.

 There's a growth phase and then a creation phase. The growth phase takes up most of the year. Your plants ripen in the
sun, but they also grow leaves which prevent this. You want them to be fairly ripe but not over-rippened, so you basically
spend most of the year staring at your plant and deciding when to trim the leaves (by clicking on them). Then at the end
of the year you can harvest your plants and turn it into wine using a series of dialogue boxes which change the stats of
your final product. Most of these boxes will have only one option at the start of the game anyway as you have to drop a
whole lot of money into upgrades.

 It's boring. You spend most of the game staring at your plants as they ripen. Then you make the wine and return to
staring at your plants. There're a few other bits like buying plots of land or upgrades but they're super expensive.

. short but fun worth 2$. A total nonsensical game, but oh so enjoyable nonetheless!. I needed 10h for my 1st playthough in
Hard difficulty. I chose this game because I was looking for an old fashioned dungeon crawler after having recently finished a
similar game (Fall of the Dungeon Guardians), and was not disappointed, and will leave positive review (6.5/10). It cannot fully
compete with LoG1+2 or other Indie gems like Fall of the Dungeon Guardians...

My most important complaint... way too little monsters... I killed all monsters, and did not even get the "kill 100 monster
achievement!", it was less than 80! Not only is that a no-go as an achievement hunter to require multiple parties/sessions, but it
was also just too little to do! I would at least 2-3x the monster content!!! There was one particular level (minotaurus), which had
only exactely 1 monster in it... and the one before appeared without any monsters until the very end of that level...in other games
the monster count is more like 500!

The game was too short... only 8 levels (the game mentioned before had 20, each larger than here, and same price tag!)

Be aware that in this game, you are taking the tanking approach (unlike LoG)... several reviewers seemed to be annoyed by it, I
actually prefer it that way... and the actual first crawlers all worked like that (as it was turn based movement, there was no
escaping or side-tracking monsters back then)

It is often compared to the big crawlers of today, LoG1+2... rightfully so, and yes, this game cannot keep up.... they have more
traps, more dungeon levels, pressure plates, throwing items/stones, teleports, outdoor area, more monsters and monster types...
so there is plenty to still improve on, but all that still makes this a good game, its just not in the same league.

The music was nice, as was the atmosphere of the game. So in summary a nice first attempt, worth at a 50% discount (which is
normally and often happening during sales at Steam), but needs to improve to be able to compete with the champions, but also
some other Indie crawlers! Looking forward to a 2nd part!. This game is like a potatoe. A potatoe can be left to rot. However
you can choose to eat it still...

I choose to eat it...

The potatoe tasted bad.... A fun pool game that shouldn't be taken too seriously.

+ This is a unique game you will not find anywhere. A lot of creativity has been put into this.
+ More than 100 levels (i'm not spoiling anything, this is something you will know at the beginning of the game)
+ One unique music track per level. Can you believe this ?
- A little bit too repetitive
- There is a little too much of randomness involved in some levels. Fortunately, the game is very forgiving.
- Not keyboard/mouse friendly. I recommend playing this on gamepad. A patch will maybe fix this.

I wish there were more game like that on Steam.. i dont know what should i say but its so funny for me :). Doodle God is an
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interesting and fun puzzle game. The puzzles and combinations are generally good. Some combinations don't really make sense
sometimes, but you'll have that.

When compared to the version I played on Android a while back, some of the additions for this version can be a little annoying.
The world view frequently pops up, taking you away from play in the main game. There are a lot more combinations and groups
here, which makes it endlessly more difficult to find something specific if you haven't been using it since nearly the beginning
of the game. It also doesn't help that things get moved around in the last section of the game. The only thing that saves this is the
search, but the search goes away as soon as you click. It would be nice if I could keep the search open on both sides and drag
directly from them.

The quests, when done right, will tell a neat little story, such as saving a princess or getting stranded on an island and getting
rescued (if you play that one right). They're a nice addition. The added content in general sometimes feels like it's purely to
extend gameplay though. It does mean that there's a lot more stuff to play around with and discover in the game.

Yes, it offers microtransactions, that you would have to turn on to be able to get. It's only for people that don't want to solve the
puzzles. You can get the same stuff by just playing, or if you don't feel like discovering stuff on your own, you can use a
walkthrough, which there are many out there for Doodle God.

There are several things I don't like about the game, but at the core, it's still a fun and interesting game. The good of the game
really does outshine the mild annoyances I find in it, so it gets a thumbs up from me.. Great time killer!. dont waste your time
here
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